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An Association Rule Based Grid Resource Discovery Method
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SUMMARY There are a great amount of various resources described
in many different ways for service oriented grid environment, while tradi-
tional grid resource discovery methods could not fit more complex future
grid system. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel grid resource discovery
method based on association rule hypergraph partitioning algorithm which
analyzes user behavior in history transaction records to provide personality
service for user. And this resource discovery method gives a new way to
improve resource retrieval and management in grid research.
key words: grid, grid resource, resource discovery, association rule, hy-
pergraph partitioning

1. Introduction

Grid, as a new type of distributed computing system, is a
scalable, distributed infrastructure for sharing large num-
ber of heterogeneous resources in a distributed network for
cooperative problem solving. It aims at coordinating re-
sources more effectively in grid to provide various services
for users. During the past few years, researchers have ded-
icated themselves to solve those problem in heterogeneous
resource-sharing and to overcome limitation of computing
power and storage capacity in grid [1]. As we all know, the
primary service in grid is resource discovery that can return
resource sets to match resources as description from users’
resource requests [2]. Resource discovery mechanism usu-
ally store the information of resources based on the static
grid system configuration in advance, and the users obtain
the information of resources and find out resources suitable
for their tasks through the mechanism. Therefore, a reason-
able grid resource discovery method should provide effec-
tive resources management and organization mode which
can reduce the size of candidate resource set, shorten the
computing time of the resources matching and enhance the
efficiency of resource scheduling.

The existing grid resource discovery methods come
from traditional distributed computing system and search
resources by heuristic algorithms which need traverse the
whole resource nodes in system according to the resource
requests of users. Most of the grid resource discovery meth-
ods are based on the simple low level resource characteris-
tics and aim at computing scheduling, which mainly con-
centrate in the algorithm optimization of Min-Min, Max-
Min, Sufferage and so on. There are also some methods
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such as flooding and random walk in P2P network [3], but
these methods show limitation in flexible grid environment
and are insufficient to meet the requirements for complex
information environment and accuracy of resource retrieval.
Meanwhile, since the grid resources are getting vast, scat-
tered, and heterogeneous with Internet development, the re-
source discovery methods based on Web technology begin
to show performance insufficient. The immediate sequel is
returning so many resource retrieval results that scheduler
cannot refine and classify these results to find the users’ sub-
jective needs. Currently, the ontology based resource dis-
covery methods rises which abstract resource logic descrip-
tion from user’s behavior model and resolve the problem
brought by keyword-based information organization and re-
trieval [4].

Through analyzing those existing resource discovery
methods in grid, we can deduce that resource in grid is lack
of complete representation since resource description lan-
guage is not unified in heterogeneous system and the pro-
cess of resource discovery neglects user’s behavior or inter-
est while some researches show that the user’s interaction
behavior or interest is stable relatively [5], [6]. In order to
make it possible to obtain what the users really need quickly
and accurately from the resource query results, it becomes
more meaningful to research on resource discovery method
based on semantics and interaction behavior from resources
scheduling processing. Therefore, we can not only consider
the portability, scalability, and efficiency in service-oriented
grid environment particularly, but also grid need to provide
personalized services precisely. To achieve this goal, this
paper proposes a novel resource discovery method which is
based on association rule hypergraph partitioning algorithm
(ARHP). This ARHP method analyzes user behavior from
the history records of interactive information, and builds an
associate grid resources database. Through clustering re-
sources based on user’s behavior and semantic from trans-
action records in grid, the ARHP method also shows a new
way to grid resource management. The ARHP method has
several advantages:
1) It can handle heterogeneous grid resources. Because
grid is a heterogeneous system with large-scale resources
in which resources characteristics description is different
in different workspace, resource management become more
and more complex in the open computation environment.
But all of these problems can be minimized or solved by
mining user behavior;
2) It establishes the correlation of resources and the grid sys-
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tem can automatically adjust the relationship between re-
sources according to the behavior migration of users;
3) The ARHP method orients users’ behavior and can re-
trieve resources meeting users’ needs, rather than those tra-
ditional resource discovery methods which search resources
all nodes in system or simple keyword based;
4) This method develops from the original resource discov-
ery methods, breaks through the traditional grid resources
discovery based on resource description with simple and
low level characteristics. It can be applied to semantics and
mixed heterogeneous grid environment.

2. Grid Resource Discovery Based on Association Rule
Hypergraph Partitioning Algorithm

Obviously, human is the grid end user. Therefore, it is very
important to capture and model interactive behavior charac-
teristics from user’s transaction records. The ARHP based
resource discovery method in this paper only need to collect
user’s behavior in grid instead of registering resource ad-
dress and simple characteristics description through travers-
ing all nodes in grid. The ARHP method analyzes and
mines users’ historic records to set up a resource transaction
database, then associates all resources in grid by associa-
tion rule to generate grid resources hypergraph which can
be partitioned to clustering resources based on users’ be-
haviors and semantics. This section will first give an overall
idea of the model and then introduce the key steps of the
ARHP resource discovery model.

2.1 Grid Resource Retrieval Based on Association Rule
Hypergraph Partitioning Algorithm Model

The association rule hypergraph partitioning algorithm is a
kind of data mining method to learn relation between in-
formation data and mainly focus on the relationship be-
tween structure and logic in data subset. As a result, it
can handle more complex semantic relations and find higher
level knowledge and the potential information. This ARHP
method is more accurate, efficient and robust [7], [8]. The
main steps in ARHP based resource discovery method are
as follows:
1) To establish grid resource transaction database. When
grid discoveries a node, it can collect resource scheduled
records in the node and set up grid resources transaction
database.
2) To get hyperedge through associating resources in grid
based on hypergraph theory.
3) After obtaining the hypergraph, the hMETIS tools can
partition the related resources into closely correlated re-
source set.

2.2 Grid Resources Association Rule Mining

In order to make grid resource discovery provide accurate
resource retrieval service which can feedback resources fit-
ting the users’ real needs, the ARHP based resource discov-

ery method will construct the correlation between grid re-
sources. Let < Q,R > be a transaction result which records
resource set fed back as user’s resource query, in which Q is
the user’s query description. Let R be R = {r1, r2, r3, . . . , rm}
as scheduled resources set. According to the transaction re-
sults above, the system can set up a resource transaction
database which is a kind of relationship table of resources in
a row of which represents a resource query description con-
sist of unique transaction ID and several accessed resources
in a grid scheduling process. Every attribute in the table rep-
resents a resource in grid and the value of these attributes is
0 or 1, and the resource used in the scheduling process is
labeled 1, otherwise 0. Then we set T D = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tl}
as resource transaction database and Ti = {ra, rb, rc, . . . , ri},
(ra ∈ R, rb, . . . , ri ∈ R) and ra

⋂
rb
⋂
. . .
⋂

ri = ∅ as a trans-
action record. All this information can be obtained in re-
sources register process easily.

2.3 Hypergraph’s Expression and Production

A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph and it is pro-
posed by French mathematician F. Bouille in 1997. Hyper-
graph is composed of vertex and hyperedge. Usually we set
H = (V, E) as a hypergraph, the element v1, v2, . . . , vm in
vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} is the vertex in hypergraph
and the element e1, e2, . . . , en in E = {e1, e2, . . . , en} is hy-
peredge of the hypergraph. There are a lot of differents be-
tween hypergraph and graph. Hyperedge in hypergraph can
connect more than two vertices, which is said that a hyper-
edge can express the relationship between the numbers of
vertices. Hypergraph modeling is an unceasing abstracted
and reduced process in which original information wasn’t
lost in principle [8].

According to 2.1, we use the traditional Apriori algo-
rithm in this paper to generate the hypergraph which is based
on association rule [9]. This algorithm is the most influen-
tial association rules algorithm to mine frequent item sets in
Boolean data. Apriori algorithm (shown as algorithm 1) can
output resource hyperedge set E.

Algorithm 1. Association rules based Hypergraph genera-
tion

Input: transaction database T D
Output:the frequent item sets E in T D as hyperedge set of
resource hypergraph

do
min support
= min{support(r1), support(r2), . . . , support(rm)},

r1 ∈ R, r2 ∈ R, . . . , rm ∈ R
L1= Large 1-itemsets;
For(k = 2; Lk−1! = 0; k + +) do begin

Ck = apriori − gen(Lk−1);
for each Ti ∈ T D do

Ct = subset(Ck, t);
for all candidates c ∈ Ct do

c.count++;
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Fig. 1 hMETIS format of grid resources based unweighted association
rule hypergraph.

end
Lk = {c ∈ Ck |c.count ≥ min support}

end
AnswerS et = ∪Ek

2.4 Grid Resource Organization Based on Hypergraph
Partitioning Algorithm

After obtaining resources association hypergraph in 2.3, we
can partition the hypergraph into several resource clusters
with closely relationship by hMETIS tools from university
of Minnesota. hMETIS is a software package for partition-
ing large hypergraphs, and the algorithms in hMETIS are
based on multilevel hypergraph partitioning which can suc-
cessively reduce the size of the hypergraph as well as further
refine the partition to produce high quality bisections. The
computing process in hMETIS is very fast with fewer recur-
sion times in large data set. The usage of the hMETIS can
be obtain in hMetisManual [10]. The resource hypergraph
shown in Fig. 1 has six unweighted hyperedges. The num-
ber of the vertices in the hypergraph is 9. So the resource
hypergraph can be formatted as hMETIS input file (shown
as Fig. 1).

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

The ARHP based resource discovery method mainly im-
proves the precision of resource retrieval and it decreases
resource search space in theory, especially in grid environ-
ment with massive resources. The experiment results below
show that the ARHP based resource discovery method is
effective. In the paper, we take the precision of resource re-
trieval as the proportion of scheduled resources to retrieved
resources.

Fig. 2 Precision of resources retrieval in different transaction times.

Table 1 Results from the two data sets.

Method Num. of Hyperedge Num. of cluster Precision
D1 13487 20 81.2%
D2 57963 20 83.7%

Fig. 3 Runtime of resource location with respect to different resource
number.

Experiment 1 There are 500 resources in the experi-
ment and the hypergraph is partitioned into 20 clusters. The
result in Fig. 2 shows that the precision of resource retrieval
in the method is improved gradually with transaction times
increasing.

Experiment 2 According to different grid resources
sizes, we contrast two dataset D1 and D2 and observe the
results in the experiment. It shows that the precision of re-
sources retrieval keeps relatively good and stable when re-
source scale changing. There are 500 resources, 200 trans-
action records in D1 and 1000 resources, 500 transaction
records in D2. The results are shown in Table 1. From
this experiment, we can find the ARHP method should work
well in different system.

Experiment 3 Observing average runtime of random
resource location 20 times with respect to 200 resources,
300 resources and 500 resources, the ARHP based re-
source discovery method is efficient compared with tra-
ditional traversal resource discovery method. The results
shown in Fig. 3 suggest that the ARHP based resource dis-
covery methods can reduce search space of resource to im-
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Fig. 4 Comparing precision of grid resource retrieval with traditional
method.

proved location speed.
Experiment 4 For the two dataset D1 and D2, the

ARHP based resource retrieval is efficient compared with
traditional traversal methods. We can find the ARHP
method can retain the precision of resource retrieval, while
the traversal method the precision will reduce for the in-
creasing in resources number, shown as Fig. 4.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a novel grid resource discovery method
in the grid environment, which leverages user’s behaviors
to associate resources and improve resource retrieval and
organization in grid. The ARHP based resource discovery
method orients user and service and it reduce complexity of
resource location. Especially, the method just need expand
present grid system with low cost and scalability. However,
the utilization of user behavior is critical in designing a sys-
tem. In future, we should dedicate ourselves to research on
user’s behavior in grid.
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